Files included in this upload:

- **NYSCR230B.smf**

- **NYSCR Required Items v23.xlsx**
  Spreadsheet containing required data items for submissions to the NYSCR in NAACCR version 23, version from October 26, 2022.

- **NYSCR Metafile Information.pdf**
  This document.

Latest Changes (since v23A)

- Updated standard Edit objects from NAACCR v23B metafile.
- Added the following new v23B standard edits to the “NYSCR 230” edit set:
  N6099, N6321, N6614, N6640, N6904
- Updated NY_FACILITIES table.

NYSCR Metafile changes in v23A since v23

- Updated standard Edit objects from NAACCR v23A metafile.
- Added the following new v23A standard edits to the “NYSCR 230” edit set:
  N6804, N6805, N6816, N6891, N6892, N6893, N6894, N6902
- Updated NY_FACILITIES table.

NYSCR Metafile changes in v23 since v22B

- Added the following new v23 standard edits to the “NYSCR 230” edit set:
- Added a new custom NYSDOH edit “Class of Case, RX 2023 (NYSDOH)” [NY064] based on standard edit N6796 and included the custom edit in the “NYSCR 230” edit set.
- Added “NYSCR Annual Resubmissions” edit set.
- Updated NY_FACILITIES table.
Use of the NYSCR v2.3 Metafile

- Software that is integrating this metafile to edit cancer data should use the “NYSCR 230” edit set (Edit Tag: “NYES230”). The “NYSCR Annual Resubmissions” edit set is used internally by the NYSDOH gatekeeper system on uploaded files that are marked as analytic resubmissions during the annual resubmissions period only.

For the accompanying New York State XML user dictionary for v2.3 see the NAACCR XML Dictionary Submission Clearinghouse page off of https://www.naaccr.org/xml-user-dictionary/

Questions can be directed at the contact listed on the NAACCR Metafile Clearinghouse web page.